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Extraction of Vocal-Tract System
Characteristics from Speech Signals
B. Yegnanarayana, Senior Member, IEEE, and Raymond N. J. Veldhuis
Abstract— We propose methods to track natural variations
in the characteristics of the vocal-tract system from speech
signals. We are especially interested in the cases where these
characteristics vary over time, as happens in dynamic sounds
such as consonant-vowel transitions. We show that the selection
of appropriate analysis segments is crucial in these methods, and
we propose a selection based on estimated instants of significant
excitation. These instants are obtained by a method based on
the average group-delay property of minimum-phase signals.
In voiced speech, they correspond to the instants of glottal
closure. The vocal-tract system is characterized by its formant
parameters, which are extracted from the analysis segments.
Because the segments are always at the same relative position
in each pitch period, in voiced speech the extracted formants are
consistent across successive pitch periods. We demonstrate the
results of the analysis for several difficult cases of speech signals.
Index Terms—Formant analysis, speech analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE OBJECTIVE of this paper is to propose methodsto track natural variations in the characteristics of the
vocal-tract system from speech signals. The information in
these variations may be crucial for applications in speech
recognition. Understanding and modeling these variations is
also useful for speech synthesis.
The shape of the vocal-tract system is determined by the
positions of the articulators. The vocal-tract shape is difficult
to derive from the speech signal [1], [2]. Therefore, we use
the formant parameters, which are commonly used in speech
analysis and synthesis, to characterize the vocal-tract system.
The formants are the free resonances of the vocal-tract system.
A formant is described by three parameters: i) the formant
frequency, ii) the formant bandwidth or, equivalently, the
damping, and iii) the formant amplitude.
The resonances of the vocal tract, and thus the formant
parameters, vary in time in two distinct ways. First, the shape
of the vocal tract varies during the production of speech, due
to the movement of articulators. It is these variations that
we find interesting in many applications. They are usually
slow during speech production, except during the transitions in
the production of consonant-vowel units. Second, the formant
parameters vary within one pitch period, even though the
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articulators themselves do not move [3]–[5]. This is because
the vocal folds oscillate between an open and a closed phase,
thus, during each glottal cycle the system characteristics
change. During the closed phase the vocal tract is closed at one
end and the speech signal is mainly due to free resonances,
but during the open phase the trachea, the vocal folds, and
the vocal tract are acoustically coupled, and this coupling will
change the free resonances. Actually, the situation is still more
complicated. During the open phase, the air flow through the
vocal folds increases initially and subsequently decreases as a
function of time. The relation between the acoustic pressure
over the vocal folds and the air flow is in general nonlinear
[3], [6]–[9]. Hence, the characteristics of the system during
the open phase are not constant, but signal dependent. Fig. 1
shows the waveform of a few periods of a sustained vowel
/a/, the corresponding glottal airflow consisting of a
sequence of glottal pulses, and the time derivative of the glottal
airflow Both and have been derived from
the acoustic signal by means of an inverse-filtering technique
similar to the one described in [10]. The assumed open and
closed phases are marked in the figure by a ‘C’ and an ‘O,’
respectively. Compared with the signal in the closed phase, the
signal in the open phase shows a higher damping of the reso-
nances. We can see that the shape of the time derivative of the
glottal airflow is reflected in the speech signal. Because of the
changes within a pitch period, it is necessary to determine the
formant parameters separately for each of the open and closed
phase regions. In practice the closed phase can be very short
to the extent that it may vanish completely. For example, in
high-pitched (e.g., female) voices the vocal folds have been ob-
served to start opening directly after closure [5]. Closure may
also not be complete, in which case some leakage occurs [11].
We will only consider voiced speech and we will adopt
the well-known source-filter model [6], [7], [12] for the
analysis of the speech signal. The estimation problem is then a
model-parameter estimation problem. The source-filter model
consists of a source that generates a sequence of glottal pulses,
modeling the glottal air flow. This is input to a filter that
models the vocal-tract system, which includes a differentiation
operator that models the radiation at the lips. In this model, the
radiation operator and the vocal-tract filter are interchanged
and the radiation operator operates directly on the glottal
pulses. The combination of the glottal source and the radiation
operator is replaced by a single source producing differentiated
glottal pulses. This approach is similar to the one followed
in [13]. Glottal closure in voiced speech is generally abrupt.
Therefore, the presence of the differentiator results in a strong
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Fig. 1. Male vowel /a/. Top: waveform s(t); sampling frequency 8 kHz. Middle: glottal pulse g(t); the closed phase (C) and the open phase (O) are
indicated. Bottom: time derivative of glottal pulse dg=dt:
spikelike excitation of the vocal-tract filter just preceding
the glottal closure. This explains why this is an instant of
significant excitation.
Let us first consider the closed phase. Clearly, the input
signal vanishes in this situation, so that the speech signal
consists only of the free resonances of the vocal-tract system.
This behavior can be modeled by an all-pole filter, except in
the case of nasals or nasalized vowels, where a pole-zero filter
may be more appropriate. A problem is that the closed phase
can be short or in some cases nonexistent.
In the open phase, the situation is more complex than
in the closed phase. First, the time derivative of the glottal
pulse forms a nonzero input to the vocal-tract filter. Second,
the system includes not only the vocal tract, but also the
trachea and the coupling of the trachea and the vocal tract
is time varying, due to the vocal-fold motion. Third, the
overall system shows some nonlinear behavior. The presence
of the subglottal tract including the trachea has several effects
[3]–[5], [11], [14]. It will increase the damping, shift the
resonance frequencies, and may introduce additional poles
and zeros. Furthermore, it is difficult to analyze the nonlinear
behavior because good models for it do not exist. In this study,
we assume that the nonlinear effects are not significant. Thus,
the open-phase model consists of an unknown source exciting
a time-varying pole-zero filter.
If there is a closed phase, the estimation of formant param-
eters in it is relatively simple, because the vocal-tract system
is stationary and has zero input. The unknown source and
the time-varying characteristics in the open phase make it
much more difficult to estimate the free resonances than in the
closed phase. We may be able to compensate for the unknown
source by means of a preemphasis filter. However, the formant
parameters obtained from an analysis frame in the open phase
will always be some kind of time averages. It is clear that
one has to be careful with the interpretations of the formant
parameters that were estimated in the open phase.
Current methods of speech analysis typically use subsequent
blocks of 10–20 ms of data to estimate the characteristics of the
vocal-tract system in the interval of the block. Block process-
ing smears the information within the analysis frame and gives
an estimate of the spectrum corresponding to some averaged
behavior. The size and shape of the analysis frame also affects
the estimated spectral characteristics, as does the position of
the analysis frame with respect to the signal. In addition, it
is well known that the fundamental frequency significantly
influences the spectrum if the analysis frame contains more
than one pitch period. For example, for speech with a high
fundamental frequency the shapes of the short-time spectral
envelope and the derived linear-prediction spectrum depend
on the voice harmonics [15]. On the other hand, for short
(less than one pitch period) data records, the performance of
high-resolution techniques such as covariance linear-prediction
analysis depends critically on the position of the analysis
frame within a pitch period because the signal properties can
be significantly different in different nearby regions, such as
the closed and open phases [16]. These varying properties
can produce significantly different estimates of the formant
parameters and may mask the natural variations. A way to deal
with some of the problems of estimating formant parameters
was presented in [17]. In this block-based method the group-
delay spectrum was used to determine the formant frequencies.
Interestingly, the present paper proposes a completely different
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use of the group delay as a solution to the same problems.
Pitch-synchronous analysis is reported to give better results
than pitch-asynchronous analysis [10], [18], [19]. However, in
most cases it is difficult to determine the pitch-synchronous
instants automatically from the speech signal. In [18], for
instance, an electroglottograph signal was used to determine
the closed phases. In [10] the local minima of the normalized
prediction error were used for this purpose, and [19] uses the
peaks in the linear prediction residual to identify the instants
of glottal closure.
The main objective of this study is to track the small natural
variations in the formant parameters during the production
of speech. To overcome some of the problems of the block-
processing approach, we propose a pitch-synchronous analysis
method that is based on the knowledge of the instants of
significant excitation of the vocal-tract system. Recently, a
method was proposed to determine such instants from speech
signals [20], [21]. In voiced speech, these instants typically just
precede glottal closure. Knowledge of these instants enables
us to choose the position and the size of the analysis frame
within a pitch period in such a way that we can avoid smearing
of features and fluctuation of the estimated parameters. In
particular, the position of the analysis frame in consecutive
pitch periods will be consistent with respect to the instant of
significant excitation. In addition, we aim to choose the size
of the analysis frame such that the frame is either mainly
in the closed or mainly in the open phase. There is no
possibility of multiple pitch periods in one analysis frame
corrupting the estimation of parameters, because the frame size
is always smaller than a pitch period. The use of an analysis
frame that is short compared to the length of a pitch period
and that is positioned directly after the instant of excitation
enables the tracking of heavily damped formants that cannot be
observed when larger analysis frames are used. In the case of a
higher fundamental frequency, the analysis frame may become
too short for the reliable extraction of the parameters. As a
solution, we have developed a pitch-synchronous averaging
technique called the multicycle covariance method, which
averages covariance estimates over a number of consecutive
pitch periods. It will be shown that, with the method presented
here, it is possible to derive the temporal variations of the
formant parameters accurately.
The first step in this method is to identify the distinct
phases of speech production in voiced speech. The detection
of the instants of significant excitation, which will enable us
to isolate these phases, is described briefly in Section II. With
the knowledge of these instants, it is possible to analyze the
characteristics of the vocal-tract system in a pitch-synchronous
manner. The analysis methods are described in Section III. In
Section IV, the effects of size and position of the analysis
frame on the estimated formant parameters are discussed and
the method is compared with pitch-asynchronous methods. The
results of the analysis for different types of speech segments
are discussed in Section V in order to demonstrate the ability
of the proposed instants-based approach to extract dynamic
characteristics of the vocal-tract system. Section VI presents
conclusions.
II. EXTRACTION OF INSTANTS OF SIGNIFICANT EXCITATION
Recently, a method was proposed for determining the in-
stants of significant excitation in speech signals [20], [21]. The
method is based on the assumption that the speech signal con-
tains delayed versions of minimum-phase impulse responses,
each of which is the response to a significant excitation.
A minimum-phase impulse response has zero average group
delay. Consequently, if an analysis window contains a single
major excitation, the average group delay of the signal in that
window will be equal to the position of the major excitation
with respect to the beginning of the window. The algorithm
computes the average group delay as a function of time and
marks the location of positive-going zero crossings as instants
of significant excitation. The method is summarized in the
following paragraphs.
In order to estimate the group delay as a function of time
the following two functions of a time index and frequency
index are derived from the time signal as follows:
(1)
(2)
The function is a discretized short-time Fourier
transform at time and at frequency Here
is the window shift, the sampling frequency, and
is a real-valued analysis window function.
The symbol denotes the set of integers. The function
can be seen as the derivative of the short-time Fourier
transform with respect to frequency. In the present application,
and the analysis window is of the Hanning type. The
window length is not very critical, although a window size of
twice the length of an average pitch period is recommended.
For each window starting at the group-delay func-
tion at frequency is computed [22] as
(3)
with
For a given time index the group-
delay function is first smoothed in the frequency
domain, using a median filter, and subsequently its average
over the frequency index is computed. The resulting function
is the phase-slope function Instants where the phase-
slope function makes a positive zero crossing are identified as
instants of significant excitation. Here, significant excitation
refers mainly to the instant of glottal closure in voiced speech,
although the method also gives the instants at the onset of
other significant events like bursts, release-of-stop sounds,
and secondary excitations caused by glottal opening in voiced
speech. In the unvoiced, silent, and aspirated regions, the
instants are randomly positioned. Typically, the instants in
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Fig. 2. Male diphthong /eI/. Top: waveform s(t); sampling frequency, 8 kHz. Bottom: instants of excitation.
the voiced regions can be distinguished from those in the
unvoiced regions by their quasiperiodic nature. The instants
in the unvoiced and silence regions can be distinguished, if
necessary, using the local signal power and the average spacing
between the instants. The results improve if the analysis is
done on a preemphasized speech signal
with
Fig. 2 shows a voiced speech signal and impulses positioned
at the estimated instants of significant excitation. From the
figure it is clear that the moments of acoustic response of
the vocal tract to the voice source are close to the estimated
instants of significant excitation.
III. EXTRACTION OF FORMANT PARAMETERS
A. Formant Parameters
In this section, we discuss methods to determine the formant
parameters of voiced speech using the knowledge of the
instants of significant excitation, which coincide with the
instants of glottal closure. The analysis is performed in order
to characterize the time-varying behavior of the vocal tract
due to the movement of the articulators and to distinguish its
characteristics in closed and open glottal phases. In order to
track the time-varying characteristics of the vocal-tract system,
it is necessary to consider short analysis frames (less than
one pitch period) of speech. These analysis frames are chosen
around the instants of significant excitation.
For the analysis, it is important to decide how the desired
parameters are to be extracted. A straightforward short-time
spectral envelope will not be useful, as the short duration of
the signal will not give enough spectral resolution. An all-
pole model or a pole-zero model fit for the data segment
would be useful to bring out the resonance and antiresonance
characteristics of the vocal-tract system. For a given analysis
frames first an appropriate all-pole or pole-zero model is
determined and then the frequencies of the complex poles
of the model are extracted. Pole frequencies below 200 Hz
are considered spurious and are ignored [19]. Although our
interest is in the tracking of the formant frequencies we
will also study the behavior of the formant bandwidths
Each formant is a free resonance of the vocal-tract system,
thus the corresponding time signal can be written as a sum of
complex resonances, as follows:
(4)
Here, is the time index, equals twice the number of
formants with frequencies below is the index of the
particular formant, is the normalized formant
frequency, determines formant damping, and
is the complex formant amplitude. The right-hand side of
the equation holds because is real valued and, therefore,
the formant resonances in (4) occur in complex-conjugate
pairs. The actual formant frequency and bandwidth
values in Hz are given [16] by
(5)
(6)
The -transform of the time signal in (4), assuming a half-
infinite sequence starting at is given by
(7)
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(8)
Note that, due to the arbitrary formant amplitudes is
not necessarily the z-transform of an all-pole transfer function.
However, can be regarded as the z-transform of the
impulse response of an infinite impulse response filter. We
will make use of this fact in Subsection III-B. The formant
frequencies and bandwidths can be derived from the
roots of the prediction polynomial
(9)
by using (5) and (6). The formant amplitudes, if required, can
be obtained by using the to obtain a representation as in (7).
B. Formant Analysis Methods
We make a distinction between formant parameters obtained
from analysis frames before and after the instant of excitation,
which we will call pre- and postexcitation parameters, respec-
tively. If there is a distinct closed phase and if the analysis
frame fits in it, then the postexcitation parameters represent the
vocal-tract characteristics without being influenced by the glot-
tal waveform, the subglottal tract, and system nonlinearities.
In the derivation of the analysis methods, we assume that the
postexcitation analysis frame lies in the closed phase, although
we realize that this may not be the case in practice, and that
the preexcitation analysis frame lies in the open phase. Correct
positioning of the analysis frames in the closed or open phases
requires the availability of an electroglottograph signal [18] or
automatic inverse filtering, e.g., [5], [10], on running speech,
for which no reliable methods are known to the authors. The
minimum number of samples required in an analysis frame
depends on the number of formants and on the method used
to compute the formant parameters. It is preferable to use as
many samples as possible, but the larger the number, the more
likely it becomes that the vocal-tract system characteristics
will change within the analysis frame.
First we consider a postexcitation analysis frame, which is
assumed to be in the closed phase and, therefore, is modeled
as a sequence with a -transform as in (7) or (8). Our starting
point is the difference equation corresponding to (8)
(10)
Here, is an assumed excitation signal, is the speech
signal, and is the time index. The analysis frame contains
the samples Since (8) can be seen as an
infinite impulse response, we define and
In addition, for
The problem is to estimate the and from the
The standard approach to this problem is
the Prony method [16], which minimizes
(11)
as a function of the and the As a
result, the are obtained from solving
(12)
where is the covariance matrix with elements
(13)
and the vector has elements
(14)
This part of the Prony method is identical to the covariance
method for estimating linear prediction coefficients [16]. After
the have been computed, the follow
from
(15)
Since the way of computing the is identical to the
covariance method, this method has the same drawback as the
covariance method; namely, that may correspond
to an unstable filter.
The formant frequencies and the bandwidths can be
derived from the roots of the prediction polynomial
by using (5) and (6). Roots with a
magnitude below a certain threshold, say 0.8, and with
a normalized absolute frequency also below a certain
threshold, say corresponding to a frequency of 200 Hz, are
assumed not to be due to formant resonances and are omitted
[19]. The formant amplitudes, if required, can be obtained by
using the to obtain a representation as in (7).
If we want to estimate the preexcitation formant parameters
we can follow the same approach, but have to take into
account the influence of the excitation signal on the resonance
system. The signal in (10) can in this case not be
assumed to vanish for We may choose to ignore this
influence or perform the analysis on the preemphasized signal
This is a highpass version of the signal in
which the influence of the time-derivative of the glottal pulse,
which has a frequency roll-off approximately between 6 and
12 dB per octave above a cut-off frequency of approximately
100 Hz (e.g., [3], [7], [23]), has been reduced.
High-pitched (e.g., female) or noisy voices may cause some
additional problems. Due to a higher fundamental frequency,
the closed phase may be too short to obtain reliable estimates
for the formant frequencies, especially when the speech is
noisy. For example, if the fundamental frequency equals 200
Hz, which is not very high, and the open quotient is 0.6, then
the closed phase will be as small as 2 ms. Increasing the frame
length may improve the consistency of the measurement, but
not its reliability, since the postexcitation analysis frame then
may contain a part of the open phase. We can improve the
results by using the samples of a limited number of consecutive
postexcitation analysis frames. This is reasonable, since as
the fundamental frequency increases, the fluctuations of the
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Fig. 3. Postexcitation formant frequency tracks of male diphthong /eI/. Order of prediction: 9. Symbols “+”: frame length, 2.5 ms. Symbols “”: frame
length, 5 ms. Symbols “”: frame length, 10 ms.
formant parameters become slower with respect to the pitch
period. However, at higher formant transition rates a flattening-
off effect may occur in the estimated formant frequencies
as well as an increase of estimated formant bandwidth. The
flattening-off effect was observed in [24], where it was studied
as a function of the analysis-window length and the formant
transition rate. When we combine consecutive postexcitation
analysis frames, the prediction coefficients are
solved from
(16)
where the and the
are the covariance matrices (12) and the covariance
vectors (13) for consecutive pitch periods. We will call
this method the multicycle covariance method. The concept of
pitch-synchronous averaging for formant estimation was also
used and motivated in [4], but there the averaging was over
successive waveforms. This may lead to partial suppression of
formants due to small phase differences between the successive
pitch periods. These phase differences, in their turn, can be the
consequence of a fundamental frequency that is not a divisor
of the sampling frequency.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the effects of size and position of
the analysis frame on the estimated formant frequencies and
we show that analysis frames synchronized with the instants
of significant excitation give consistently better results than
uniformly spaced analysis frames.
The formant frequencies are derived from the arguments
of the roots of the prediction polynomial (9) by using (5).
The order of prediction was 9, which allows a combination of
at most eight complex poles for four formants and one real
pole to model the spectral behavior of the glottal waveform
[15], [16], [25], [26]. Only roots with a magnitude greater than
0.8, corresponding to a bandwidth of 570 Hz and a frequency
greater than 200 Hz, have been taken into account [19]. These
parameter settings will be used throughout the remainder of
the paper. The formant tracks are also presented as raw data
without any form of smoothing throughout the paper. Suitable
smoothing algorithms can be found in [16].
A. Effects of Size and Position of the Analysis Frame
As a first example we use the diphthong /eI/, as in “laid,”
produced by a male speaker. Fig. 2 shows the speech segment
along with the extracted instants of significant excitation. The
sampling frequency was 8 kHz.
Fig. 3 shows postexcitation formant frequencies, measured
with analysis frame sizes of 2.5 ms, 5.0 ms, and 10 ms, denoted
with plot symbols “ ” “ ” and “ ” respectively. There are
only small differences between the formant tracks, except that
the third formant at about 2500 Hz partially disappears when
the 10-ms frames are used. The reason for this phenomenon,
as will become clear when formant bandwidth is discussed, is
the higher bandwidth, and therefore higher damping, of this
formant. Consequently, the third formant is only significantly
present in the first few samples of the frame and its relative
influence becomes weaker when the frame length increases. It
disappears after a few frames, because the bandwidth of the
third formant increases with time.
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Fig. 4. Formant frequency tracks of male diphthong /eI/. Order of prediction: 9. Frame length: 5 ms. Symbols “”: preexcitation formant frequencies,
estimated from the first-order difference signal. Frame ending 1.25 ms before the instant of excitation. Symbols “+”: postexcitation formant frequencies.
Next, we include preexcitation formant frequencies. In order
to avoid the influence of rapid changes in the glottal pulse,
the preexcitation analysis frame ended an arbitrary 1.25 ms
before the instant of excitation. Straightforward covariance
analysis on these samples may not yield good estimates for
two reasons. One is that, due to the higher damping of the
resonances in the open phase, the formant amplitudes are
usually much smaller than those in the closed phase. Another
reason is the influence of the glottal pulse in the speech signal,
which can be reduced by a preemphasis filter. Fig. 4 shows the
results obtained with 5-ms analysis frames. The plot symbols
“ ” show the postexcitation formant frequencies. The plot
symbols “ ” show the preexcitation formant frequencies. The
differences are mainly in the first formant, which is lower in
the postexcitation case. This observation is in accordance with
the results presented in [14]. The third formant is often missed
in the preexcitation measurement, which is due to its higher
bandwidth.
The necessity of the use of the multicycle covariance
method in the case of high-pitched voices is illustrated by
Fig. 5, which shows the waveform of a vowel /u/ uttered
by a female (top panel), the postexcitation formant tracks
obtained with the covariance method (middle panel), and the
postexcitation formant tracks obtained with the multicycle
covariance method (bottom panel). The sampling frequency
of the signal was 8 kHz. In both cases, the analysis frames
were 2.5 ms long. The multicycle covariance analysis was
performed on three analysis frames. The formant tracks ob-
tained with the covariance method show a lot of irregularities
and formants are often missed. The reason for the irregularities
in the formant tracks is probably the noisy glottal waveform.
This is confirmed by the average normalized correlation factor
between analysis frames, which was estimated as 0.65. For
another /u/, recorded under the same conditions and uttered
by a male speaker, this factor was 0.88. The formant tracks
obtained with the multicycle covariance method are more
consistent and fewer formants are missed.
When the postexcitation formant bandwidths were measured
from the zeros of the prediction polynomial, we found them to
be rather irregular as functions of time. This was even more
so for the preexcitation formant bandwidths. We therefore
restricted ourselves to postexcitation formant bandwidths and
used the multicycle covariance method with three analy-
sis frames, which has a smoothing effect. Fig. 6 shows the
bandwidths of the first four postexcitation formants of the
diphthong /eI/, obtained with a 3.25-ms analysis frame. All
bandwidths are fairly smooth and consistent, though not as
consistent as the measured postexcitation formant frequencies.
The measured bandwidths of the first three formants confirm
the observations regarding formant bandwidth made in [6].
The bandwidth of the fourth formant seems too small. A
possible explanation for this is that this formant is close to
a harmonic of the fundamental frequency. Anyway, it has
been observed earlier that the extraction of formant bandwidths
from prediction polynomials may be unreliable [12].
B. Comparison with Regularly Spaced Analysis Frames
Fig. 7 shows formant tracks obtained with 2.5-, 5-, and
10-ms analysis frames, respectively. The plot symbols “ ”
show formant frequencies measured from uniformly spaced,
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Fig. 5. Female vowel /u/. Top: waveform s(t); sampling frequency, 8 kHz. Middle: postexcitation formant frequency tracks Fi; obtained with the covariance
method; order of prediction, 9; frame length, 2.5 ms. Bottom: postexcitation formant frequency tracks Fi; obtained with the multicycle covariance method;
number of analysis frames included, 3; order of prediction, 9; frame length, 2.5 ms.
Fig. 6. Postexcitation formant bandwidth tracks B1–B4 of male diphthong /eI/, obtained with the multicycle covariance method. Number of analysis
frames included: 3. Order of prediction: 9. Frame length: 3.75 ms.
consecutive analysis frames and the plot symbols “ ” show
postexcitation formant frequencies. For the shorter analysis
frames of 2.5 and 5.0 ms, we observe that the postexcitation
formant frequencies show a better consistency. For the 10-ms
frames, the formant frequencies obtained with uniformly
spaced frames are nearly as consistent as postexcitation
formant frequencies, but the third formant is often missed
due to its higher bandwidth.
C. Noise Sensitivity
The extraction of the instants of significant excitation is
based on the assumption that the speech signal contains
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Fig. 7. Formant frequency tracks Fi of male diphthong /eI/ for analysis frame lengths of 2.5 ms (top), 5 ms (middle), and 10 ms (bottom). Order of
prediction: 9. Symbols “”: uniformly spaced consecutive analysis frames. Symbols “+”: postexcitation analysis frames.
delayed versions of minimum-phase impulse responses. There
are a number of situations where this assumption may be
violated, e.g., distortions due to nonminimum-phase filtering
in the recording system or additive noise. This may lead to
errors in the estimates of the instants of significant excita-
tion. Formant parameter estimation with short postexcitation
analysis frames requires reliable estimates of these instants. A
small error of a few sample periods can have the effect that the
analysis frame includes the moment of excitation, causing the
minimization of (11) to produce an erroneous result. Delaying
the analysis frames by a few samples reduces this sensitivity.
We will briefly discuss the influence of additive white Gaussian
noise on the extraction of the instants of significant excitation
and on the estimation of the formant frequencies. An extensive
discussion on the noise sensitivity of the estimation of the
instants of significant excitation will be given in [27].
We first examined the errors in the instants of excitation
due to pseudorandom additive white Gaussian noise at signal-
to-noise ratios (SNR’s) of 20–90 dB on a set of six male and
six female utterances of the vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, and
/y/, recorded at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz. The male
pitch period was about 9 ms, and the female pitch period
about 5 ms. Three types of errors occurred: i) erroneous
instants of significant excitations were introduced; ii) instants
of significant excitation remained undetected; and iii) the
position of the estimated instant was shifted by a few samples.
Errors of type i) will lead to wrongly placed analysis frames
and are therefore unacceptable. Occasional errors of type ii)
will lead to gaps in formant tracks that can be repaired with
a formant-smoothing algorithm [12]. Errors of type iii) are
acceptable if they are smaller than the number of samples by
which the analysis frame has been delayed. Errors of types
i) and ii) only occurred for SNR’s below 40 dB. Above this
value, we found errors in the estimated instants of excitation
of at most two sample periods. This means that, when the
present method is applied to noisy speech, the SNR should be
better than 40 dB and a delay of at least two samples of the
postexcitation analysis frame is required.
Some thoughts on the influence of additive noise on the
estimation of the roots of prediction polynomials and further
references are given in [28]. Here, we will only consider the
effect of additional white Gaussian noise at an SNR of 40
dB on the estimates of formant frequencies. The value of 40
dB corresponds to the just-acceptable performance level of the
instant estimation. The noise was added to 800-ms realizations
of the six male and six female vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/,
and /y/. For each realization the root-mean-squared errors in
the first and second formant with respect to the noiseless
case were computed. The calculations were done using single
postexcitation analysis frames, resulting in numbers
and and using the multicycle covariance method,
with three postexcitation analysis frames, resulting in numbers
and In all cases, the analysis frames were
2.5 ms (20 samples) long. The results of 20 such trails were
averaged. Results for the higher formants were not computed,
since these formants were occasionally missed. The results
are given in Table I.
The effect of the noise is greater on the estimated formants
of female voices than on those of male voices. With four
exceptions, it is also greater for the second than for the first
formant. Table I illustrates the usefulness of the multicycle
covariance method for the estimation of formant parameters in
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TABLE I
AVERAGE ROOT-MEAN-SQUARED ERRORS n(Fk) IN THE
FIRST TWO FORMANTS OF MALE AND FEMALE VOWELS DUE
TO ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN WHITE NOISE AT AN SNR OF 40 dB
noisy speech, which reduces the error by sometimes an order
of a magnitude. The only exception is the second formant of
the female vowel /o/. Inspection of the formant tracks of this
utterance showed that the second formant was often missed
and the third formant was used instead, which lead to the
increased error. With the multicycle covariance method an
error of only a few Hz can be achieved for the first and the
second formant. Only in some cases the error in the second
formant will be higher up to about 25 Hz. When the SNR
was increased to 50 dB, all the errors in the multicycle case
decreased by about a factor of three. In the single-cycle case
the improvement was around a factor of two or sometimes less.
D. Discussion
The use of postexcitation analysis frames, which are shorter
than one pitch period and preferably shorter than the closed
phase, results in reliable, consistent estimates of the formant
frequencies and to a lesser extent of the formant bandwidths.
If the closed phase is short or the signal is expected to
be noisy, the use of the multicycle covariance method is
recommended. The multicycle covariance method has also
been found to improve postexcitation formant-bandwidth esti-
mation of stationary vowels. Pre- and postexcitation formant
frequencies can attain different values. Preexcitation formant
frequencies also seem to be less consistent. The use of short
postexcitation analysis frames make it possible to capture high-
bandwidth formants that cannot be revealed by methods based
on larger analysis frames. The irregularity of the formant
frequencies estimated with regularly spaced frames compared
with postexcitation formant frequencies can be explained by
the changing relative position of the frame in a pitch period in
which formant frequencies fluctuate. Using larger frames will
decrease this effect, because within the larger frame the closed-
phase resonances with their lower damping will dominate.
However, the use of larger frames may lead to the loss of
formants with a higher damping.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results of formant-frequency
and bandwidth estimation for different types of speech sig-
nals, synchronizing the analysis frames with the instants of
significant excitation. We will examine vowels, consonant-
vowel transitions, and short fragments of sentences produced
by both male and female speakers. The results are presented to
demonstrate the possibilities of the analysis method presented
in this paper and are not intended to be general.
A. Vowels
We used the male and female vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ from
the set that was described in Section IV.
Postexcitation analysis frames started immediately after the
instants of excitation and preexcitation analysis frames ended
0.6125 ms before them. The preexcitation analysis frames
were taken from the first-order difference signal. The male
voice was analyzed with a frame size of 3.75 ms, which is
well below the pitch period. The female voice was analyzed
with a frame size of 2.5 ms and the multicycle covariance
method with three analysis frames was applied. In a first
measurement, the pre- and postexcitation formant frequencies
of the male voice were often missed. This improved when
we also applied the multicycle covariance method with three
analysis frames to the male voice. The multicycle covariance
method was also used for the formant-bandwidth estimation.
Formant bandwidth estimation was only done for the vowel
/a/, because too many formants were missed in the other cases.
The results of the formant frequency measurement are
shown in Fig. 8, left panel, for the male voice, and in Fig. 8,
right panel, for the female voice. The plot symbols “ ” show
postexcitation formant frequencies and the plot symbols “ ”
show preexcitation formant frequencies.
In all cases, the postexcitation formant frequencies are
consistent in time. For the vowels /u/, occasionally the third
formant is missed. Inspection shows that this is due to the for-
mant bandwidth, which in those cases exceeds the limit of 570
Hz. The preexcitation formants are more irregular. Sometimes
an entire formant track is missing. When the preexcitation-
formant tracks are consistent, they show an upward shift of
the lowest formant in the case of the male /a/, /i/, and /u/.
This phenomenon is also present in the female /a/ and /i/. In
the female /u/, the lowest formant could not be measured in
this way.
The results of the formant bandwidth measurement are
shown in Fig. 9, left panel, for the male voice, and in Fig. 9,
right panel, for the female voice. The solid lines show the
postexcitation formant bandwidths, and the dashed lines show
the preexcitation formant bandwidths.
The postexcitation formant bandwidths of the male vowel /a/
seem fairly constant. The preexcitation formant bandwidths are
slightly more irregular. Furthermore, the preexcitation formant
bandwidths are always a little above the postexcitation formant
bandwidths. The formant bandwidths of the female vowel
/a/ are in all cases more irregular than those of the male
vowel /a/. The preexcitation formant bandwidths of the female
vowel /a/ are not systematically above the postexcitation
formant bandwidths. The measured bandwidths are somewhat
higher than those presented in [6] and [29]. In order to
check whether this was due to a possible smearing effect
of the multicycle covariance method, we also computed the
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Fig. 8. Formant frequency tracks Fi of male and female vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/. Sampling frequency: 8 kHz; order of prediction, 9. Obtained with the
multicycle covariance method. Number of combined pitch analysis frames: 3. Left: male vowels; frame length, 3.75 ms. Right: female vowels; frame length,
2.5 ms. Symbols “”: preexcitation formant frequencies estimated from the first-order difference signal, the analysis frame ending 0.6125 ms before the
instant of excitation. Symbols “+z”: postexcitation formant frequencies.
Fig. 9. Formant bandwidth tracks B1–B3 of male and female vowels /a/. Sampling frequency: 8 kHz. Order of prediction: 9. Obtained with the multicycle
covariance method. Number of combined pitch analysis frames: 3. Left: male vowels; frame length, 3.75 ms. Right: female vowels; frame length, 2.5 ms.
Dashed line: preexcitation formant bandwidths estimated from the first-order difference signal, the analysis frame ending 0.6125 ms before the instant
of excitation. Solid line: Postexcitation formant bandwidths.
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Fig. 10. Male and female consonant-vowel transitions /ba/, /da/, and /ga/. Sampling frequency: 8 kHz.
postexcitation formant bandwidths from single glottal cycles
and from the entire 800 ms segments. All results appeared to be
similar, although the single-cycle tracks were more irregular.
The differences between the results presented here and those
in [6] and [9] may be explained by the different measurements
methods that have been used. In the present case, the formant
resonances are obtained directly from the speech signal. The
method described in [6] and [9] fits a resonance curve to
an estimated spectrogram and subsequently computes formant
frequencies and bandwidths from this curve.
B. Consonant-Vowel Transitions
Fig. 10 shows the time signals of the consonant-vowel
transitions /ba/, /da/, and /ga/ that were used. The sampling
frequency was 8 kHz. Because of the irregularities observed
in the preexcitation formant frequencies and in pre- and
postexcitation formant bandwidths, we have not included
these measurements for the consonant-vowel transitions, but
only consider postexcitation formant frequencies. The analysis
parameters were the same as those used for the vowels. The
multicycle covariance method with three analysis frames was
used for the female voice. The results for the male voice are
shown in Fig. 11, left panel. The results for the female voice
are shown in Fig. 11, right panel.
The fourth formant of the male voice is sometimes missed.
For the female voice it is always missed, and the third formant
is occasionally missed as well. In some of the formants
of the female voice, a minor flattening-off effect can be
observed immediately after the release. This may be due to the
multicycle covariance method, since the effect lasts for three
cycles and is not present in the formants obtained from the
male voice. The regularity of the formant transition and the
consistency of the proposed method demonstrates the utility
of the method in extracting the dynamic characteristics of the
vocal-tract system for the most difficult segments of speech
signals. Note the irregular formant locations that appear during
and after the decay of the vowel /a/.
C. Fragments of Sentences
We only consider postexcitation formant frequencies. The
analysis parameters were the same as those used for the
vowels. The multicycle covariance method with three analysis
frames was used for the female voice. Fig. 12 shows the
time signal of the utterance “any dictionary,” spoken by
a male voice, and the corresponding formant tracks. The
sampling frequency was 10 kHz. Fig. 13 shows the time signal
of the same utterance spoken by a female voice, and the
corresponding formant tracks. The sampling frequency was
also 10 kHz.
The formant tracks obtained from the fragments of sentences
seem more scattered than the tracks obtained from the vowels
or the consonant-vowel transitions. This is because the esti-
mates corresponding to unvoiced or silent parts have not been
removed, nor has any form of smoothing been applied.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that an accurate analysis
of speech signals is essential to extract the dynamic character-
istics of the vocal-tract system. Such an analysis is possible by
a proper choice of the size and positions of the analysis frames.
We have shown that synchronizing analysis frames with the
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Fig. 11. Postexcitation formant frequency tracks Fi of male and female consonant-vowel transitions /ba/, /da/, and /ga/. Order of prediction: 9. Left:
male consonant-vowel transitions; frame length, 3.75 ms. Right: female consonant-vowel transitions; frame length, 2.5 ms. Obtained with the multicycle
covariance method. Number of combined pitch analysis frames: 3.
Fig. 12. Male utterance “any dictionary.” Top: waveform s(t); sampling frequency, 10 kHz. Bottom: postexcitation formant frequency track Fi; frame
length, 3.75 ms; order of prediction, 9.
instants of glottal closure gives highly consistent estimates of
the formant frequencies. To a lesser extent, this is also the case
for the formant bandwidths. We have distinguished pre- and
postexcitation measurements in which the analysis frames are
positioned immediately before or after the instant of glottal
closure. It can be desirable to choose the frame sizes such that
the analysis frames fit in the open or closed glottal phases.
When short analysis frames are required, reliable estimates
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Fig. 13. Female utterance “any dictionary.” Top: waveform s(t); sampling frequency: 10 kHz. Bottom: postexcitation formant frequency track Fi; frame
length, 2.5 ms; Order of prediction, 9. Obtained with the multicycle covariance method. Number of analysis frames included: 3.
for formant frequencies or bandwidths can still be obtained by
applying the multicycle covariance method, which combines
a number of analysis frames. This method can also be used to
improve the estimates when the signal is noisy. A particular
advantage of the method presented here over other methods
is that short postexcitation analysis frames make it possible to
track high-bandwidth formants.
Preexcitation formant-frequency tracks were less consistent
than postexcitation formant-frequency tracks and more for-
mants were missed. However, in many cases this analysis can
still be performed. For certain vowels the pre- and postexcita-
tion formant frequencies can differ significantly. The estimated
formant-bandwidth tracks were found to be less consistent
than estimated formant-frequency tracks, but for stationary
vowels consistent estimates of formant bandwidths can still
be obtained.
In general, the most consistent results were obtained from
postexcitation analysis frames. A possible explanation is that
the glottal airflow is smallest or zero immediately after glottal
closure. This means that the effect of the nonlinear coupling
between the sub- and the supraglottal tract and the influence
of the subglottal tract on the formant frequencies are smaller
in the postexcitation analysis frames than in the preexcitation
frames.
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